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1. Introduction and statements of results

In this paper, we regard percolation as a model of phase transitions. We are

especially interested in problems near the critical point, where the phase transition
occurs. We call these problems critical behaviors. Our purpose in this paper is

to clarify the critical bahaviors of percolation on the pre-Sierpinski gasket which
has self-similarity.

Until now, studies of percolation are restricted on periodic graphs, such as
Zd. (An exact definition of periodic graph is mentioned in Kesten [1].) There are

lots of conjectures and hypotheses about critical behaviors, but many of them are
still unsolved rigorously (see Grimmett [2] and references therein). In high
dimension lattices Zd, rigorous results for critical behaviors were obtained by
Hara-Slade [3]. But in low dimensions, except a work on Z2 by Kesten [4], few

rigorous results have been proved about the existence of critical exponent's and
justification of the scaling, hyperscaling relations.

For critical behaviors, self-similarity of the graph plays more important role

than periodicity. This is a motivation to consider percolation problems on the
pre-Sierpinski gasket.

We now define the pre-Sierpinski gasket. Let O=(0,0), 00 = (l/2, >/3/2),

60 = (1,0). Let F0 be the graph which consists of the vertices and edges of the

triangle Δ0α0ί>0. Let {FW}W=(U 2>... be the sequence of graphs given by

where A + a = {x + a \ x e A} and kA = {kx \ x εA}. LetF=(Jπ°°= 0Fn. We call F the

pre-Sierpinski gasket. (Fig. 1.1) Note that F=(J™=()2~nF become the Sierpinski

gasket. Let Fbe the set of all vertices in F, and E the set of all edges with length 1.
We consider the Bernoulli bond percolation on the pre-Sierpiski gasket; each

edges in E are open with probability p and closed with probability l—p
independently. Let Pp denote its distribution. We think of open bonds as

permitting to go along the bond. We write x<-+y if there is an open path from

x to y. Let C(x) = {y e V\ x <-+y}. C(x) is called the open cluster containing x. We

denote by C the open cluster containing the origin.
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bo 61 62

We define two functions in a similar way as percolations on Zά.

63
Fig. 1.1

where \C\ denotes the number of vertices contained in C, and Ep denotes the
expectation with respect to Pp. θ(p) is called the percolation probability, and χ(p)
is called the mean cluster size.

Let pc denote the critical point', that is

pc = mf{p:θ(p)>0}.

Then pc = 1 for the pre-Sierpinski gasket because it is finitely ramified. We note

that tfp) = Ep\C\ for/xl .
The correlation length is defined by

(1)

-i

The existence of the limit in (1) will be proved in Section 2.

We write f(p)^g(p) as p ->/70 if log/(/7)/log^(/?) -> 1 as p ->/?0.
We now state our main theorems:

Theorem 1.1. lim -. = oo, and li = -2.
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Theorem 1.2. Let Z> = log3/log2. Then

Ep\C\kπ{ξ(p)}Dk as />->! forallk>\.

REMARK. Our results are quite different from the results on Zd (see below). In
physical literature, Theorem 1.1 was known by Gefen et al. [5] by using formal

renormalization arguments. Our contribution is that we prove Theorem 1.1
rigorously.

We collect results and conjectures of the percolation on Zd. It is conjectured
(see [2])

(2) ξ(p)*\Pc~PΓW as p^Pc.

The value v(d) is called the critical exponent. It is proved that v(d)=l/2 for

sufficiently large d (Hara-Slade [3]), and conjectured v(2)=4/3 (see [4]).

Other critical exponents considered in Zά are as follows:

£p(|q*;|q<oo) " " f ~

It is conjectured for Zd that dv = 2Δ — y. This relation is one of hyperscaling

relations. We note y = Δ=oo on the pre-Sierpinski gasket. So the relation

rfv = 2Δ —y does not make sense on the pre-Sierpinski gasket. Accordingly we
modify the hyperscaling relation as follows:

(3) {ξ(p)}d* p

 2 as p^pc.

If finite critical exponents v, y, Δ exist, then (3) is equvalent to rfv = 2Δ —y.

REMARK. By Theorem 1.2, we have £ p |C| 3«[ξ(p)} 3 D and χ(p)«(ξ(p)}D. Hence
the above hyperscaling relation (3) holds when we regard D as the dimension of

the pre-Sierpinski gasket. The value Z) = log3/log2 coincides with the fractal

dimension of the Sierpinski gasket.

In addition, we mention site percolation on the pre-Sierpinski gasket: each

vertices in V are determined to be open or closed independently. (Details will

be given in Section 5). We define the correlation length ζ(p) in the same manner

as (1). We have the result below;

Theorem 1.3. l i m - - = o o , and

The critical exponent in a usual sense is also infinite in this case. But

log<f(/?)«(l— /j)"1, which is different from Theorem 1.1. We cannot see the
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universality of this exponent on the pre-Sierpinski gasket.
We refer to the self-avoiding walks on the Sierpinski gasket, as related works

of phase transitions; Hattori-Hattori [6] and Hattori-Hattori-Kusuoka [7] construct
the self-avoiding paths on two- and three-dimensional Sierpinski gasket. Before
[6], Hattori-Hattori-Kusuoka [8] constructed them on the pre-Sierpinski
gasket. These works also gave us a motivation to study percolation on the
Sierpinski gasket.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we prepare for the
proof of our main theorems; we construct recursion formulas of relations between
events in Fn and ones in Fn + ί. In the reminder of Section 2, we prove the
existence of the correlation length. We prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 3 and
Theorem 1.2 in Section 4. In Section 5 we study site percolation and prove
Theorem 1.3.

2. Recursion formulas and the existence of ξ(p)

We introduce two connectivity functions as follows.

in

&n(p) = Pp(0~an and O++bn in ΔOanbn).

We write O+-+an in ΔOanbn if there is an open path from O to an in ΔOanbn

(contains its perimeter). We easily calculate Φ0(p)=p+p2 — p3, ®0(p) = 3p2 — 2p3.
Note that (i) Φn(p)>®n(p) by definition, (ii) if O+-+an and O+-+bn then we have
an<-+bn automatically.

Proposition 2.1. For each «>0 and 0 </?<!,

(4) Φ« + iW

(5) ΘM + 1(p)

Proof. Recall ΔOanbn = Fn. Let F'n = Fn + an, FX = Fn + bn, and cn = (

λ/3 2M~1). Let A\ and Al be events given by

n Fnnan^an+l n Fn,

A2

n={0~bn in Fn}n{bn~cn in F^}n{cn^an+l in F'n}.

Then we have

(6) Φn^(p)

Here we used the fact that a path from O to an+1 goes through an or bn. Since
the events in Fn, F'n, F; are mutually independent, Pp(A1

n) = {Φ»}2, Pp(A2

n) = {Φa(p)}3,
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) = {®n(p)}2Φn(p) (Fig. 2.1). Combining these with (6) yields (4).

Fig. 2.1

We proceed to the proof of (5). Let BB, Bl, Bl be events given by

B\ = {O~an and O~bn in Fn}n{an<-+aa+1 in F'a}
n{ba~bn+l in F;},

n

n

and

n{

and

n

in

in

in

(see Fig. 2.2).

Then we have

ΘM+1(p):

We see easily

*nB2

n)-Pp(B2

nnB*n)
ίnΛjn**).

PP(B1J =

(5) follows from this immediately. D
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Fig. 2.2

From now on, we assume 0 <p<\. We prove the existence of the limit (1),
correlation length ξ(p), by using these recursions.

Proposition 2.2. There exists ξ(p)>Q such that

-i.

REMARK. The convergence as « -» oo in Proposition 2.2 is stronger than the

convergence in (1).

Proof. By (4) and ©„(/?)< Φn(p), we have

Hence

Let hn(p)=Φπ+1(p)/{Φa(p)}2. Then 1<A»<2 and limB^00/ι» = l because
limπ^00Φ»=0. Now

-logΦB(p)
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o(p) + -logA0(p)+— logΛ,(p) + - +-

Hence {\ogΦ,,(p)/2"}n=0 , 2 ... is increasing and lim^^ \ogΦn(p) / 2" exists. Let
^lim,,^ logφώ/2". Then

where Hn(p) = supm>nhm(p). Therefore

( 2n} 1
(7) exp - —>Φn(p)>

Since limπ_00ΛΓM(/7)=l, we complete the proof. Π

REMARK. Note that the function ξ(p) is continuous and increasing on (0, 1)
from the proof above.

Lemma 2.3. liπ. =1.

Proof. Recall that Φ»=/)

p(O<->αB in Fn). Then

an)-Pp(0~an in Fπ)

bn in FA**c. in F;,cB^flB in F'n)

+ Pp(0~ba in Fn,bn~bn+1 in JF;A^αn+1 in Fn) (Fig. 2.3)

So

which implies
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o
Fig. 2.3

Combining this with Proposition 2.2 completes the proof.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

The next lemma is a key of the proof.

Lemma 3.1. There exists ε>0 such that

0)3)— <4 for 1-

Jn+l

Proof. We introduce

(8) n in Fn)

= 3Φ»-2Θ».

D

Here Oy*an in Fn means that there exists no open path from O to an in Fa. By

(4) and (5),

where S,T:R2^>R are functions defined by

4
-

= -x + -x - -xy + -xy + -y + -y.
4 2 7
-Λ z

Let D be a subset of R2 defined by D = . We see dS/dx,
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dS/dy, dT/dx, dT/dy>0 for (x,y)eD. Indeed,

ds „ . s i , „ , , 2 i
— = -2x2+-xy + -y2 = 2x(y-x) + -xy + -
d x 3 3 3 3

dS 4 , 2
— = -vC2H — xy>0,
dy 3 3

θΓ 2 , 8 14 4 2 , 8 14- -

(i -J) + <ι - x) > o,

δΓ 7 , 4 1 , 2
— = — x z H — x + -y2 + -y
dy 3 3 3 3

Therefore if (XIJΊ), ^^i)6^ an<l ^ι< ̂ 2 and JΊ

(9) 5(x1>>'1)<5(x2,>'2), T(xl,yl)<T(X2,y2).

Note that Ψ» = Θ» + 3{Φ»-Θ»}>Θ» for all n by (8). Hence
(ΘB(p),Ψπ(p))e£>. Calculating Θn(p) and Ψn(p) directly from the recursions,
we have

(10) eB(p)=i_3(l-jp)2-(12«

+(-48«2 + 120n-15)(l-p)6+ ,

(1 1) Ψ» = 1-3(1 -p)* - 24«(1 -p)6 +-

for «>2. For 1-1/N/3<^<1, let ^=^ + 3(1 -p)3. Then we have

Note that Θ2(p), ^2(p\ Θ3(p), and Ψ3(^) are polynomials of finite degree. Hence
we can take ε^O in such a way that Θ2(p)<Θ3(p) and Ψ2(p) < Ψ3(ρ ) for

l. By (9), We have

Θ3(p) = S(Θ2(p),Ψ
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Estimating repeatedly as above, we have ΘW(/7)<ΘM+1(/?), Ψn(p)<Ψn+ί(p) for
n>2. Combining this with (8) yields Φn(p)<ΦΛ + ιip) So

logΦ»
n + 1

This implies ξ{pΓl>2' ζ(PΓl, that is ξ(p)/ξ(p)>2 for l- f i l <p<\.
We now proceed to the estimate from the opposite side. By using (10) and

(11) again, we see

Hence we can take ε2 > 0 such that Θ4(/?) < &2(p) and Ύ4(p) < Ψ2(p) for 1 - ε2 < 1 . So
we have &n+2tf)<®n(p) and Ψ,J+2(^)<Ψ». Therefore ^)/φ)<4 for l-ε2<
p<l, which completes the proof. Π

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let g(p) = log ξ(p). Since ξ(p) is an increasing function,
g(p) is also increasing. Suppose that/? is sufficiently large to satisfy g(p) > 0. Let

m-limiDf-

First, we prove m>2. Suppose m<2, and pick (5>0 with m-f (5<2. Let

Applying the LΉospital theorem, we see \imx^Qh(x) = 0. So we take/?0 such that

(12) A(l-/?)<-log2 for 0<1-/7<1-/?0

and 1— /?0<ε. (ε is given in Lemma 3.1.)
Let

(13) /(/7)=/7 + 3(l-/7)3.

We define {/?„}„= t,2,... by f(pQ)=p^ f(pn)=pn+ι inductively. Then p0<pl<"'<
/?„<!, and limw_0 0/7π=l. By (13) and Lemma 3.1, we have

and hence

(14)
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Take N=N(p0)eN. By assumpion, there exists t such ihatpN<t<l and

(15) <m-\-δ.
log(l-ί)

For this ί, there exists unique N' = N'(t) such that pN <t<pN + ι. By (15) and
1 — pN + 1<1 — ?, we have

(16) g(t)<- ί——3

-/Ό) + ;
(1-/ΌΓ

The last inequality follows from (12). On the other hand,
<g(ί) by (14). Combining this with (16) yields

(17)

Here we used N<Nf for the first inequality. We can pick N(p0) so large that (17)
does not hold. This yields a contradiction. Hence we have m>2.

We proceed to prove M <2. Suppose M>2. Pick <5>0 such that M— δ>2.
Let

'

Note that limx_0Λ(x)=oo. Then by a similar argument as above, we lead a
contradiction. Hence M<2, which concludes m = M=2. Π

4. Proof of Theorem 1.2

First, we estimate the probability />

P((1/9) 3Π<|C|<(9/2) 3M). Let Af=
or 6m}. We define two conditional probabilities

in Fn\M = n\
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Clearly

(18)

and

(19)

M. SHINODA

0^bn in Fn\M=ri).

2UJfp)+y,fp)=l9

y

Pp(M=n)

Fig. 4.1

We consider the event of the numerator of (19), {0<-x2M, O<-+bn in Fn9

O</*bn + l}. We divide the case into seven parts as Fig. 4.1. Since the events in

Fn9 F'n, F'ή are independent, we have

(20)

Here we denoted Φn = Φn(p),

(21) Pp(M = n)

Pp(M=ή)

)n = ®n(p) briefly. Note that

= 2Φn-Θπ-(2Φn+1-Θπ+1)

= 2ΦΠ - θ. - 2Φn

2 - 2ΦB

3 + 2ΦHΘB

2 + 3Φ2ΘB - 2Θn

3

by (4). Hence by (18),

(22) Un(p)=-{l-Vn(p)}
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Pp(M=n)

Let

2
(23) »o = «o(p) = sup{n :©»>-}

Lemma 4.1. Vn(p)>- if n<n0.

Proof. From (18), it is enough to show

Let

, xκ(x,y) =
2(x-y)(l-x-x2

By (20) and (22), (24) follows from the following:

2 2 1
(25) κ(x,y)>- for -£x<l, ^3x

The second condition in (25) comes from the fact that

(26) 3Φ»-2Θ» = Ψ»<1.

Let y/x = t. Then the domain of (25) is 2/3<;c<l/(3-20, 2/3<t<y<l.
And

{ 1,
2(1-0 \-x-(\-f)x2

Now let

,+(

l-

From a direct calculation,
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We see that if 2/3<f<l , λ'(x)>0 for 2/3<x<\ /(3-2t). Therefore

κ(x,tx) > κ{ - , - )= - >-. Π
\3-2t 3 -2ίJ 5-4t 1

Next, we estimate the expectation of |C| on condition that M=n (n<n0).

Lemma 4.2. Ep(\C\\M = «)>-• 3" if n<n0.

To prove the above Lemma, we use the following inequality:

Lemma 4.3. For all aεFw

(27) Pp(0~a in Fn)>Φn(p\

Proof. Besides (27), we introduce a similar inequality:

(28) Pp(a^an or a++bn)>Pp(O+->an or #<->£„) for all aeFn.

We prove (27) and (28) by induction at the same time. If Ai = 0, clearly
both of them hold. Suppose (27) and (28) for n=k.

We prove (27) for n = k+l at first. By symmetry, it is sufficient to prove the
cases (i) aεFk and (ii) aeF'k.

(i) Suppose aεFk. By using (4), we see Φfc(/?)>Φfc+ι(p). Indeed, suppose
Φ fc(p)>l/3, then

(29) ±l =

Here we used (26). Combining this with assumption, we see (27) for n=k + l in
this case.

(ii) Suppose aeFk. Let Q1, Cπ

2, CM

3 be events given by

n and O</>cn in

and O^cn in Fπ
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and O^cn in FMuF;}.

We see

Pp(0^am Fk+l)

= Pp(Ck

l)Pp(ak<-*a in F'k) + Pp(Ct)Pp(ck~a in Fk)
or ck~a in Fk)

> (Φk - Φk®k) - Φk + (Φk - ®k)Φk - Φk + Φk&k - 2(Φk - ®k)

Here we used assumption for the inequality. We thus obtain (27) for n =k+ 1. We
proceed to prove (28) for n = k+l.

(i) Suppose aεFk. Let D\, D*,- ,D* be events given by

ί or an^bn + ί in FkuFk'},

1 or bn^bn + ί in FkuFk'},

= Dl n (Z)W

2)C, Z)π

4 = (Z)ί r n Z)w

2, D5

n = Dl

n n Z>n

2. We see

Pp(a+-*ak+ί or α^ft f c + 1)

= Pp(Dt)Pp(a~ak in Fk) + Pp(Dt)Pp(a~bk in Ffc)
+ Pp(/)fc

5)Pp(β^αfc or α^6fc in

>Pp(DΪ)Pp(0~ak in Fk) + Pp(Dt)Pp(O~bk in Ffc)
or « - > f c n

= Pp(O<->ak+i or O<^bk+ί)

by assumption.

(ii) Suppose αe/ΐ. We see

(30) Pp(a^ak+i or

>Pp(a*->ak+1 in Fβ

+ ̂ ^^4^^! or α<->cfc in F^P^^b^^ in

Here we note that

Pp(a^4ak+l and a++ck in F^)

or α<->ck in Fk) — Pp(a<-+ak+ί in

Fp(α^^ + 1 in FO

by assumption. Using this and (30), we have

or
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in Fk)

{(2Φk-®k)-Pp(a~ak+1 in FftPfa^b^ in Ffi

p(a~ak+ί in ^)(l-Φt) + (2Φt-Θk)Φ)t

t(l - Φk) + 2Φ2 - ΦtΘk = Φk + Φ2 - Φk&k.

Here we used assumption again. Now it is enough to show

(31) Φk + Φϊ-Φk®k-Pp(0^ak+1 or O

The left-hand side of (31) equals

= Φ,(l - Θfc)(l - 3Φk + 2®k) + 2(Φk - Θ,)2(l - Φ,)
+ 2®k(Φk-®k)(l-2Φk

By (26), we see all terms above are nonnegative. Hence the proof is com-
pleted. Π

Proof of Lemma 4.2.

aeV

.m Fn, M=n)

Let £>J = (^)cn(I>2)c. Note that if M=n and O*-*αΛ, O^ bn, then
occurs. For aeFn, we see

+ bn in Fw M=n)

= Pp(O<-+a, (?<->#„, O+-*bn in Fn9 D% occurs)

= /y0<_>fl5 O<^>an, O++bn in Fn)Pp(D%)

>Pp(O++a in Fn)Pp(O<^an9 O^bn in Fn)Pp(D%)

= Pp(O<-*a in Fn)Pp(O^>an9 O<-+bn in F,,, M=n).

Here we used FKG inequality for the forth line. Therefore

in Fn)PJO~an, O^bn in Fn\M=ri)
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by Lemma 4.1. Note that \{ae K:αeFM}|=(3/2)(3M+ 1). By virtue of Lemma 4.3,
we see

2
>- 3" for n<n0.

We used (23) and the fact that Φn(p) > Θw(/?) for the last inequality.

We proceed to the estimate of Pp((l/9)'3π<|C|<(9/2) 3w).

Lemma 4.4. Pp-'3n<\C\<-'3>Pp(M=n) if n<n0.

Proof. Note that |C|<(9/2) 3" if M=n. Then we see the following.

Ep(\C\\M = ri)

By Lemma 4.2, we have

1 2

p ~9 n ~79'

thus the proof is completed.

Lemma 4.5. Pp(M=ri)>Φn(p){\-Φn(p)}2 if n<nQ.

Proof. Recall (21), that is

Let π(y) = 2x-y-2x2-2x* + 2xy2 + 3x2y-2y3. It is enough to show that
π(y)>x(ί-x)2 if 2/3<x<l, (3jc-l)/2<^<jc. Note that
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and that

Hence π(»>min{π((3;c-l)/2), π(x)}, π((3x-l)/2) = (ί-x)2(x + 3)/4 and π(x)
=x(l-x)2, so π((3.x-l)/2)>7φc) for 2/3<x<l. This completes the proof.

α

Proof of Theorem 1.2. First, we estimate Ep\Qk from below. By using Lemma
4.4 and 4.5, we see

1=1

^ Σ

y y meN
4m<wo

Let p be sufficiently large. Note that the function ι(x) = x(l— x)2 is decreasing in
2/3<x<l, and Φ4»<e-24m/^ by (7). We can see

4m<no

meN
4m<«o

* f2"°"4/ί(P)

^-^-'(l-e-O2^.
41og2j24/ί(p)

Here we set y=2x/ξ(p) in the last line. Note that &no+1(p)<2/3, hence
ΦΠo+ι(p)<(l + 2Θno+1(p))/3<7/9 by (24). From (29), if Φ»(p)<7/9, then Φt+1(p)
/Φ»(p)<76/81. We see

.
81 9 2 9
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Combining this with (7), we have

1 1*Ό+H IH~\ ^ x x 1 7_e-2 /^><ΦMo+12(p)<-.-.

Hence 2"°-4/Φ)>2-16log(9/7). since £(p)->oo as p -> 1, ^I
holds if we take

ί
2-i6

l-17l-17log(9/7)

Now we proceed to estimate from above. Note that Pp(M>n)<2Φn(p)
<2e-2"/ί(p), and we can see easily />

p((3/2) 3"<|q<(3/2) 3B+1)<Pp(M>«)
. Jrience

Ep\C\k=ΣlkPp(\C\ = l)
1=1

<1+Σ - 3"+M/>J- 3"<|q<- 3"+1

n=o\2 / \2 2

<l+2 -
\2/ « = o

Now

f°

Jo log 2

I
<•

log 2

So we can take K2(k)<oo such that £p|C|fc</:2{£(/?)}Dk. Π

5. Site percolation on the pre-Sierpinski gasket

We define the Bernoulli site percolation on the pre-Sierpinski gasket; each

vertices in V are open with probability p and closed with 1 — p independently. Let

Pp denote its distribution. We write x <-» y if there exists a sequence of open vertices
x=x0,xί9 >,xn_i9xn=y such that there is a bond in E which connects Xj with Λ:J+I

for 0<7 </ι — l. We define another notations in the same manner as before. We

introduce connectivity functions;

n

and O~bn in ΔOanbn\
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We see Φ0(p)=p2 and &0(p)=p3 by definition.

Proposition 5.1. For each n>0 and 0 </?<!,

(32) Φn+1(P)=p

(33) ®n+1(p) = 3

/•v/ f^J

Proof. We prove (32). Let A\ and A2 be events given by
/"^/
Ά = {O++an in Fn}n{an++an+1 in F'n],

A2 = {0^bn in Fn}n{bn~cn in F;;}n{cn^an+ί in F;}.

Then we have

(34) Θπ + ,(p) = PP(A^) + Pp(Aΐ) - Pp(Al n %\

Remark that Fnr\F'n = {an}. So we see Pp(A^)=p~1{Φn(p)}2. Similarly, we have

Pp(%)=p-2{®n(p}}\ PP(%πA2

n)=p-*{®n(p)}2ΦM Thus (32) follows from (34)
immediately. (33) is proved in the same way. Π

Let Φn(p)=p~ίΦn(p) and ®n(p)=p~ϊ&n(p). Then we have the same recursions
as (4), (5):

(35) Φn+ ,(p) = {Φn(p)}2 + {Φ»}3 -

(36) Θn+1(^) = 3{ΦB(ί;)}
2 )̂

Hence we see that there exists ζ(p)>Q such that

lim— =1 thatis Hm

Lemma 5.2. L^ = lp + 6(l—*)2. Then there exists ε>0 such that

Φ)

Proof. We use the same method as in Section 3 again. Let

(37) Ψ»

To apply (9), first we prove (Θ», Ψ») e D. (Recall D = {(x,y):Q<x<y<\}.)
Since Ψ» = Θ» + 3{Φ»-Θ»}, it is enough to prove Φ»>Θ». Now
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n in Fn\an is open)

in Fn\an, bn are open),

®n(p)=p-2xPp(0~an and O~bn in Fn)

<p~2xPp(O*-»an and 0<-*£>M in Fn)

= Pp(O<-+an and O<-+bn in FJ0,,, &„ are open).

Hence we have Φn(p) >ΘM(/?), which implies (ΘM(/?), Ψ
A direct calculation from (35) and (36) shows

We can take ε>0 such that

for 1— ε </?<!.
Now we apply (9). We have for n>\ and 1—ε </?<!,

1(̂ ), and ΨM

We see Φw + 2(^)<Φw(/7)<ΦM+ι(p) by (37), so we have the conclusion.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Note that p =
0((1 — p)2) as p ->> 1. We have Theorem 1.3 in the same way as in Section 3.
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